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SCENE CLEAN 
& ZOONO®?

Provide a Safe and Trusted hygienic environment for your clients and employees, 
giving reassurance and peace of mind through these uncertain times.

Protect your capabilities and productivity through your employees’ health and wellbeing.

Allow you to become the trusted company of choice by reducing exposure of our 
communities to harmful pathogens.
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ZOONO® is non-toxic, water based, food safe, child friendly and contains no harsh 
chemicals or toxins, as a liquid it is less toxic than vitamin C or coffee.

As opposed to other products that kill pathogens chemically though dehydration 
(i.e. alcohol), ZOONO® physically kills pathogens using positively charged anti-microbial 
pins that attract the negatively charged molecular structure of micro-organisms.

Traditional disinfectants kill when wet; ZOONO® kills when dry, therefore providing 
protection for at least 30 days!

Routine cleaning can continue and does not disrupt the ZOONO® molecule or its 
antimicrobial activity.

ZOONO® SCIENCE
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PROTECTION FOR
YOUR OFFICE AND
STAFF LONG AFTER
THE CLEANERS HAVE 
LEFT THE BUILDING!

ZOONO® is not a cleaning chemical nor are we here to replace your 
cleaners, who offer an essential service in maintaining your overall workplace. 
We differentiate ourselves by providing you the next level of protection and hygiene 
with ZOONO® and fact-based data.

We provide measurable pathogen/virus/bacteria protection and support our claims 
with testing and detailed reports.

Why assume the surface is free from bacteria, when we can prove it to you? 

Our 3-Step Pathogen Protection Program consists of:

  1. Protecting 
  2. Monitoring 
  3. Reporting
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1. PROTECT

After recording initial pathogen levels and surface preparations are complete, 
ZOONO® is applied using our fogging procedures.

We use a ULV Cold Fogging for indoor and outdoor applications respectively. 
We can safely apply ZOONO® to a wide variety of surfaces from corporates 
RIƓFHV��KRPHV��KRWHO�URRPV��NLWFKHQV��FODVV�URRPV�WR�RXW��GRRU�SOD\JURXQGV��
public spaces, stadiums and sporting / entertainment venues.

When ‘fogged’, the ZOONO® particles bond together to form a perfect layer of 
anti-microbial spikes on each surface, creating an uninhabitable environment 
for pathogens lasting 30-days..
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2. MONITOR

After ZOONO® is applied, we swab-test your pathogen levels again with our 
state of the art ATP Pathogen Testing Devices, providing instant results.

:H�IRFXV�RQ�KLJK�WUDIƓF�VXUIDFHV��VXFK�DV�UHFHSWLRQ�DUHDV��HOHYDWRUV��GRRU�
handles, telephones, keyboards and more. We also randomly test less com-
monly touched surfaces, including walls, windows and meeting room tables.

Our testing results are measured as:  
<36 Safe
36-100 Low Risk
>101-200 Caution
>201+ Contaminated

We compare initial results to our post-ZOONO® application and monitor 
pathogen levels at random throughout the 30- day protection period.

It is expected that after ZOONO® is applied, test results will comfortably 
remain within the <100 Safe Zone for 30-days..
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3. REPORT

You receive an in-depth report after each 30-day protection period.

We document your pre-existing pathogen levels, highlighting the most
contaminated areas and include post-Zoono results for comparison.

$IWHU�DOO�GDWD�LV�JDWKHUHG�DQG�ƓQGLQJV�DUH�DQDO\VHG��ZH�UHFRPPHQG�DQ�RQJRLQJ�
monthly Pathogen Protection Plan, which includes random pathogen testing and 
monthly ZOONO® fogging.

Our goal is to deliver you a safe environment that operates continually within the 
<10 Safe Zone...
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ZOONO® PROTECTION “MONTH AT A GLANCE”
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ZOONO® is TGA & FDA approved for use against Covid-19. Zoono 
has been proven to be 99.99% effective against coronaviruses on 
surfaces for 30-days.

Over 100 laboratory tests have successfully proven ZOONO®’s 
HIƓFDF\��6FLHQWLƓF�UHSRUWV�DUH�DYDLODEOH�XSRQ�UHTXHVW�

ZOONO® EFFICACY & TESTING
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ZOONO® is trusted every day to keep millions of people safe across the 
world. Some recognisable corporations who trust ZOONO® include:

London Underground
Used by 2,000,000 people every day.

Fonterra Dairy Co-Operative
Responsible for 30% of the world’s dairy production.

Metro do Porto & Metropolitano de Lisboa Metro services in Portugal 
Over 500,000 daily commuters.

National Health Service of the United Kingdom (NHS)
Zoono has proven 99.99% effective against coronavirus and hospital super-
bugs for 30 days and is used widely by the NHS.

DATACOM Group
+DV�RYHU�������HPSOR\HHV�DFURVV����RIƓFHV�JOREDOO\�DQG�DQ�DQQXDO�UHYHQXH�
of $1.29bn.

Apiam Animal Health
Over 140 highly experienced, industry-leading veterinary clinics across Aus-
tralia who endorse and distribute Zoono Animal Care products to farms and 
families alike.

COMPANIES WHO TRUST ZOONO®
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CONTACT US 
TODAY
info@sceneclean.com.au

TOGETHER WE CAN BUILD A HEALTHIER 
TOMORROW; YOU CANNOT AFFORD NOT TO.
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